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Q1\ Define the following: 
1. Testing 2. Language testing 3. Assessment 
4. Measurement 5. Evaluation 6. CLT 7. CAT 
Q2\ What is the relationship between teaching and testing? 
Q3\ What is the importance of assessment? 
Q4\ What are the reasons of assessment? 
Q5\ What is authentic assessment? Provide TWO examples. 
Q6\ What are the differences between old and modern 
Paradigm of assessment? (Only FOUR). 
Q7\ What are the types of tests in terms of the following: (Only FOUR) 
1. Assessment of learning 2. Form 3. Mode of response 4. Mode of 
administration 5. Mode of constructor 6. Purpose 7. Scoring 8. 
Interpreting Results 
Q8\ What is the influence of assessment? 
Q9\ What are the values of assessment literacy? (Only TWO) 
Q10\ What are the components of assessment literacy? 
Q11\ How do you practice assessment literacy? (Explain ONE of them? 
Q12\ Write FIVE points that tests should not be Used for? 
Q13\ Write FIVE points that tests should be used for? 
Q14\ Write FIVE arguments against using tests 
Q15\ Write FIVE arguments in favour of using tests. 
Q16\ What are the alternatives to testing? Explain ONE of them. 
Q17\ Write THREE examples of standardised tests.  

Q18\ Why are standardised tests more valid? 
Q19\ What are the differences between subjective and 
Objective tests? 
Q20\ What are the characteristics of good tests? (Only TEN) 
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Q21\ what are the factors that have effect on validity? 
Q22\ what are the student reliability factors? 
Q23\ what are the rater reliability factors? 
Q24\ How do you make testing more reliable? (only FIVE) 
Q25\ What is the difference between practicality and authenticity? 
Q26\ What is positive washback? Types of washback? The importance 
of washback? 
Q27\ what is constructive alignment? Explain with an example. 
Q28\ How do you make testing more productive? 
Q29\ What are the critical issues in language testing? 
Q30\ What are the steps of test development? Explain one of them. 
Q31\ How do you plan to your testing? 
Q32\ What are the components of test administration? Explain ONE of 
them? (Only FIVE points) 
Q33\ What are the Features of questions for young learners?  

 
 


